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Idea behind this presentation 

 How to apply genetic algorithm for some 
Distribution system problems in basics 
sense. 

 Discusses some Distribution system 
problems. 

 Discusses basic GA algorithm, way to 
program it, and way to use it for 
Distribution system problems. 

  This not a research review. 



Kindly Make all Queries 

during presentations 
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Introduction 

 Retail Point for delivering electricity 

 

   



http://www.arcadvisor.com/exampl4.html  
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Distribution system characteristics 

 

(OLD) 
 Three phase unbalanced system. 

 Radial Systems. (practical convenience/ 

mathematical problems)  

 X/R ratio of lines are small. (High in case 

of Tx. System lines) 

 Low degree of automation. 

 No generation. 

 No voltage control. 



Distribution system characteristics 

 

(NEW) 
 Three phase unbalanced system. 

 Radial Systems. (practical convenience/ 

mathematical problems)  

 X/R ratio of lines are small. (High in case of Tx. 

System lines) 

 Higher degree of automation. 

 Distributed generation. 

 Voltage control. 

 Strong IT Component 

 



Research Problems Using GA 

 Voltage control (Reactive power planning). 

 Distributed generation. 

 Reliability monitoring and evaluation. 

Rerouting (Fault tolerance). 

 Reconfiguration. 

 Phase balancing. 

 Price signaling and customer interface. 

 Load Flows (Single Phase and Three phase) 

  



Voltage control (Reactive power 

planning). 

 Location  

 Sizing  

Pitfalls 

Changing Load scenario. 

Uncertain system changes. 

Defining costs of installation. 

Defining benefits of installation. 

Three phase basis or single phase basis 

 



Voltage control (Reactive power 

planning). 



Voltage control (Reactive power 

planning). 

Problem formulation #1 (simple) 

Minimize 

Cost (Location, size)  

Subject to system constraints 

Pd+PL=Ps 

Qd+Ql=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

 



Voltage control (Reactive power 

planning). 

Problem formulation # 2 (Complex) 

Minimize 

Cost (Location“s”, size “s”) - C(PL) - C(QL) + 
C(1/U)  

Subject to system constraints 

Pd+PL=Ps 

Qd+Ql=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

 



Voltage control (Reactive power 

planning). 

Problem formulation # 3 (high Complexity) 

Minimize 

Cost (Location“s”, size “s”) - C(PL) -C(QL) + 
C(1/U)  

Subject to system constraints 

Pd(V)+PL(V)=Ps 

Qd(V)+Ql(V)=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

 



Voltage control (Reactive power 

planning). 

Problem formulation # 4 (Very high complexity) 

Minimize 

Cost (Location“s”, size “s”) + C(PL(t)) +C(QL(t)) + 

C(1/U)  

Subject to system constraints 

Pd(V,t)+PL(V,t)=Ps(t) 

Qd(V,t)+Ql(V,t)=Qs(t) 

V’s in the given range 

 



Voltage control (Reactive power 

planning). 

Solutions 

1. Do we need solution in real time? 

2. Do we need The Optimal Solution only? 



Distributed generation 

 

 Location  

 Sizing  

Pitfalls 

Changing Load scenario. 

Uncertain system changes. 

Three phase basis or single phase.  

 

 

 



Distributed generation 

Problem formulation #1 (simple) 

Minimize 

PL (Location, size)  

Subject to system constraints 

Pd+PL=Ps 

Qd+QL=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

 



Distributed generation 

Problem formulation #2 (simple) 

Minimize 

PL (Location, size) + QL (Location, Size) 

Subject to system constraints 

Pd+PL=Ps 

Qd+QL=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

Flows are within line limits 



Distributed generation 

Problem formulation #3 (compliated) 

Minimize 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject to system constraints 

Pd+PL=Ps 

Qd+Ql=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

Flows are within line limits 





Distributed generation 

Problem formulation #4 (more compliated) 

Minimize 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject to system constraints 

Pd(V,t)+PL(V,t)=Ps 

Qd(V,t)+Ql(V,t)=Qs 

V’s in the given range  

Flows are within line limits 



Solutions 

1. Do we need solution in real time? 

2. Do we need The Optimal Solution only? 

 



Reconfiguration 



Reconfiguration 



Reconfiguration 



Reconfiguration 

Minimize 

PL (Switch(i) position)  

Subject to system constraints 

Pd+PL=Ps 

Qd+Ql=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

 



Reconfiguration 

Minimize 

PL (Switch(i) position)+QL (Switch(i) 

position) 

Subject to system constraints 

Pd+PL=Ps 

Qd+Ql=Qs 

V’s in the given range 

 



Reconfiguration 

Problem formulation #3 (more compliated) 

Minimize 

 

PL (Switch(i) position, V)+QL (Switch(i) position, V) 

 

Subject to system constraints 

Pd(V)+PL(V)=Ps 

Qd(V)+Ql(V)=Qs 

V’s in the given range  

Flows are within line limits 

 



Reconfiguration 

Problem formulation #4 (more compliated) 

Minimize 

 

Pintake (Switch(i) position, V)+Qintake (Switch(i) position, 
V) +Sintake (Switch(i) position, V) 

 

Subject to system constraints 

Pd(V)+PL(V)=Ps 

Qd(V)+Ql(V)=Qs 

V’s in the given range  

Flows are within line limits 

 



Common Requirements 

 Distribution system power flow routines. 

 Flexibility in changing system data on fly. 

 A good optimization method. 

Conventional: Newton based/non-newton 

based. 

Search based: GA, PSO,SA 



Conventional Optimization 

1. Assumes an initial point. 

2. Calculate the F(X) 

3. Find the direction of descent /ascent for F(X), satisfying 
the constraints. 

4. Move the point X is the direction of descent by  delta_X. 

5. Go to 2. till a criteria is met. 

Drawbacks: 

 1. needs a initial point. 

2. Needs a direction finding mechanism such as derivatives 
etc. 

  

XX



Why we need GA/PSO/… 

 All discussed problems are of 

combinatorial nature. 

 Derivatives cannot be easily calculated for 

all combinations. 

 For large problem optimal is still not 

known. 



GA Basics 

 Programming Algorithm. 

 Solves problems that can be stated as 

optimization problem. 

 Min F(X), Subject to g(X)’s 

 Not good for all problems. 

 



GA not good… 

 A well stated optimization problem. 

 Where the derivatives can easily be found. 

 Conventional NLP/LP methods come in 

handy. 

 



GA Good for … 

 A loosely structured programming 

problem. 

 Where the objective function can only be 

calculated and cannot be (difficult) stated 

explicitly.  

 The constraints are not straight forward 

they are to be calculated  



Genetics Basics 

 Inspired by biological phenomenon of survival of 

the fittest.  

 Individual having the best genes to survive in 

nature on some basis (fitness) 

-speed 

-Reproduction rate 

-Ability to survive in different terrains. 

-Ability to survive on all eatables.  

  



Genetics Basics 

 The process of improvement of genes is 

never ending. 

 Because the environment is ever 

changing.  



Genetic Basics 

 How do the fittest individuals evolve from 

the non-fittest. 

 Reproduction among the individuals to 

produce offspring. 

mating pool (good population) 

cross-over (interchange of genetic material 

at chromosome level) 

mutation 

 



Genetics in Algorithms 

 A variable set or a solution point 
correspond to an individual. 

 The fitness to survive corresponds to a 
mathematical function (related to or same 
as an objective function)  

 Mating pool  

 Cross-over 

 Mutation is performed mathematically 
using probabilistic methods   



Genetics in algorithms 

 The process of improvement of genes has 

to end because the environment i.e. 

fitness function and constraints  are fixed.s  

 



Programming simple GA 

 Problem statement 

Maximize 

f(X) 

XL   <=  X  <= XU 

 

X=[ x1 x2 x3  … xn]
T

 



Programming simple GA 

 Coding a variable 

The, X=[ x1 x2 x3  … xn]
T, coded in some form of string 

normally binary coding is done for each variable. 

The variable xi coded using ones and zeros 

xi=[1 0 0 1] % using 4 bits 

  or 

xi=[1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 ] % using 8 bits 

   or  

xi=[1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 …] % using n bits 

Depends on accuracy needed.  

 

 



Programming simple GA 

 Scaling a variable 

 given the coded xi=[1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 ] . 

Having the lower and upper bounds  

xi
L   <= xi <= xi

U 

 

xi can be calculated in decimal terms as in  

 

xi= xi
L  + (xi

U  - xi
L ) /(2nb - 1) * xi

D; nb is no of 

bits 

 
 

 

 



Programming simple GA 

 suppose 

xi=[1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 ] . 

Having the lower and upper bounds  

-1   <= xi <= 5 

then 

xi= xi
L  + (xi

U  - xi
L ) /(2nb - 1) * xi

D; nb =8 

 

Ans.  



Programming simple GA 

 suppose 

xi=[1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 ] . 

Having the lower and upper bounds  

-1   <= xi <= 5 

then 

xi= xi
L  + (xi

U  - xi
L ) /(2nb - 1) * xi

D;   nb =8 

 

Ans. 2.9765 



Programming simple GA 

 All the variables are coded in a similar 

way. 

 The bit length of each variables may be 

different. 

 Finally a super-string of all the coded 

variables is formed. Such as. 

[1 0 0…|  0 1 1 1 0 …| ….] 

[x1          |   x2                    | …..] 



Programming simple GA 

One string formed is equivalent to an 

individual in a population. 

[1 0 0…|  0 1 1 1 0 …| ….] 

[x1          |   x2                    | …..] 

 

A population will contain many such 

individuals. Thus a population is set of 

several individuals (a matrix) 



Programming simple GA 

Fitness Function: A function which gives 

values between 1 and 0. Where 1 stands 

for best fitness (of an individual) and 0 

stands for least fitness. 

The fitness function is related to objective 

function. 

FT(X)=1/(1+F(X));  

FT(X)=1/(1+nF(X)); 



Programming simple GA 

GA Operators (Mimic of Reproduction) 

1. Formation of mating pool 

     Fit individuals have higher probability of 

being part of reproduction process. 

      

  The fitness function is indicator of 

probability of selection of an individual. 

    



Programming simple GA 

GA Operators (Mimicing Reproduction) 

The fitness of each individual is scaled to 

get the total population fitness=1 

i.e probability of selection of individual Xi      

p(Xi) = F(Xi)/ ∑F(Xi) 

 

 

 



Roulette Wheel 

individu

al P(X) 

cumulati

ve 

sum 

1 0.25 0.25 

2 0.05 0.3 

3 0.4 0.7 

4 0.1 0.8 

5 0.2 1 



Example Selection 1 

individual P(X) cumulative sum 

Selected/ 

mating 

pool 

 

1 0.25 0.25 0.536232 3 

2 0.05 0.3 0.317958 3 

3 0.4 0.7 0.170026 1 

4 0.1 0.8 0.426494 3 

5 0.2 1 0.201498 1 



Example Selection 2 

individual P(X) cumulative sum 

Selected/ 

mating 

pool 

 

1 0.25 0.25 0.210123 1 

2 0.05 0.3 0.854008 5 

3 0.4 0.7 0.420492 3 

4 0.1 0.8 0.646852 3 

5 0.2 1 0.922416 5 



Example Selection 3 

individual P(X) cumulative sum 

Selected/ 

mating 

pool 

 

1 0.25 0.25 0.264925 2 

2 0.05 0.3 0.384477 3 

3 0.4 0.7 0.97433 5 

4 0.1 0.8 0.731169 4 

5 0.2 1 0.590087 3 



Crossover 

 Cross over relates to exchange of genes 
between two chromosomes. 

 Two individual are randomly selected for 
crossover. A crossover probability decides 
weather the two individual exchange their gene 
or not.  

 If outcome is no, the individual pass on to new 
generation as it is. 

   If yes, the individual pass on to new generation 
as it is. 

 



Crossover 

 Crossover: 

 Generate a random number between 1 to 

string_length. This number decides the 

crossover site or genes to be interchanged 

between two individuals. 



Cross over 

 Crossover operation is performed fo every 

pair of chromosome. 

 The result of crossover operation is either 

the pair of chromosome exchange genes 

or remain as it is. 

 The mating pool has same number of 

individuals after cross over.  



Mating Pool before and after 

Crossover 



Mutation 

 Mutation parameter changes a bit of string 

from 0 to 1 or vice versa. The probability of 

mutation is very small.   

Mating pool          After                  After 

Original            Crossover           Mutaion 



GA 
1. Read objective function, variable bound, constraints. 

2. Decide fitness, string lengths, population size, Cross over 
probability, Mutation probability, stopping criteria.  

3. Generate initial population randomly. 

4. Find objective values, fitness values for all individuals in the 
population and create mating pool. 

5. Perform cross over as per crossover probability on the 
mating pool. 

6. Perform  mutation as per mutation probability on the mating 
pool. 

7. Population = Mating pool, if stopping criteria not satisfied, go 
to step 4, else go to step 8. 

8      Report the objective values and decoded variable from the 
population. 



Stopping criteria 

 Maximum number of iteration. 

 Best at the required time. 

 No change in fitness function for last “N”  

Iteration. 

  No change in objective function for last “N” 
Iteration.  

 Change in average fitness values in subsequent 
iteration below tolerance. 

 Or the mix of above 

  

 

 



GA Variations 

 Real Coded GA. 

 Crossover is performed by using  

xi
new = (1-λ)xi

(j) + λxi
(k) 

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.0 

Off-springs are restricted between the two 

parents. 

Blend Cross Over (BLX)   λ=(-α, 1+ α) 

 



GA Variations 

 Selection Mechanism 

 Tournament type  

 Roulette wheel. 

 Truncation selection In truncation selection 

the candidate solutions are ordered by 

fitness, and some proportion, p, (e.g. 

p=1/2, 1/3, etc.), of the fittest individuals. 



GA Variations 

 Crossover Operators 

 Single point. 

  Two point. 

 Cut and Slice. 

 Three-parent crossover. 

 

 


